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Commodity Market Shocks: As we have discussed in our research, there is limited supply
growth in mining due to underinvestment in new mine capacity, in part as a result of
ongoing ESG constraints. In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused commodity
market dislocations (impacting supply and demand), as has the war in Ukraine, with
an increasing risk of real supply shocks from Russia. JF believes that countries will
now look to accelerate the ESG-focused energy transition to reduce energy supply risks.
Despite the renewed potential importance of fossil fuels, JF does not see ESG restrictions
being relaxed in the banking industry with respect to financing future investment. JF also
believes that the full impact of the war on the supply of metals and other commodities
has not yet been seen, and, even if the war were to end soon, the renewed geopolitical
risk in mine supply will be the new normal in commodity markets.
Impact on Commodity Trading: JF discussed the recent dynamics in commodity trading,
including the impact of increased margin requirements on the LME. Alternatives to
trading on the LME, such as trading OTC, create credit risk and can lead to disruption
to trade flows and, ultimately, higher prices. JF provided insights regarding how major
commodity traders may change their model in this new environment.
Topics of Discussion on Our Call:

•
•
•
•

The impact of the war in Ukraine and the extreme instability it is causing across
commodity markets, as well as the impact on trade flows.
Immediate risks and the outlook for various commodities, and what this all
means for upstream companies (miners) versus downstream (manufacturing
and consumer).
LME's decision to introduce daily limits on commodity price movements and to
halt and cancel nickel trades after the price spiked to >$100,000/t.
Changes in credit markets for trading companies and how risk management may
change as a result.

*An edited transcript of this call is included in this note. Please let us know if there is anything
at all that we can do to help on this topic. Find our key takeaways from the call HERE.
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On March 31st we hosted a call with JF Lambert, a former banker and currently a
commodity trade consultant, to discuss a wide range of topics, including the impact
of the Russia-Ukraine war on commodity markets, the impact of ESG on commodities,
credit availability and funding for commodity traders, recent events on the LME, and
commodity market risks. An edited transcript of this call is included in this note. Please
contact us for replay details.
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JF Lambert
JF founded Lambert Commodities, a consultancy on commodity trade and structured
finance. He was previously HSBC's Global Head of Commodity and Structured Trade
Finance for 4 years. He is a Basel 3+ expert and key industry voice on the regulatory
impact on Commodity and Trade. He writes columns for industry magazines and
regularly speaks on the conference circuit and at London Business School. JF teaches
Commodity Market Dynamics at Sciences Po in Paris and is the author of the ICC Trade
Academy course on Advanced Commodity Finance.
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Expert Call - Edited Transcript
Chris LaFemina: Hi everybody, thank you for dialing into today's call. I'm Chris LaFemina
from the Global Metals and Mining research team here at Jefferies. It's my pleasure to host
this call today with Mr. JF Lambert, who's a former banker and commodity consultant with
more than 30 years of experience in the industry.
Obviously, there is a lot going on in commodity markets with volatility related to the war
in Ukraine and with credit market issues related to commodity trading. We're going to talk
about the impact of the war. We're going to talk about some of the immediate risks to
the outlook for various commodities. What it means for upstream companies, meaning
resource companies, and downstream companies who are consuming commodities. We're
going to talk about some of the recent issues with the LME in terms of the nickel market
but really what this means more broadly for commodities. We're going to talk as well about
changes in credit markets for trading companies and how mining assets and commodities
trading might be financed differently in the future versus how they have been financed in
the past. The format of this call is going to be a fireside chat between me and JF.
With that, JF, thank you for joining us today. Maybe the best way to start is for those of
us who might not know you, give us a background on yourself and then we can get into
some of the discussion here around lots of very interesting dynamics happening in the
markets. Do you want to tell us about your background in commodities and what you're
up to nowadays?
JF Lambert: Yes, thank you for having me, Chris. Good afternoon to everybody. I'm a former
banker, as you said. Unfortunately, it's not 30 years’ experience, now it's more which is a
concern for me but never mind. I've spent most of my career in international banking and
commodities, especially with the HSBC group where I created and shaped the commodity
and structured trade finance activities for the bank.
When I left the bank in 2016, I created my own consulting firm and I now advise funds,
investors, corporates, trader and banks around the dynamics of commodity markets. I'm
also teaching commodity markets dynamics in Paris, as well as from time to time in London
at the London Business School.
Chris: Thank you for that. Obviously, you've been doing this for a long time. I've been doing
this for quite a while as well. We are in an environment today that is unlike anything that
we've seen in the last 30 years. Maybe this is more like what we had in the 1970s with high
geopolitical risk and high inflation. Of course, the war in Ukraine is adding fuel to the fire of
what was already a rising commodity price environment. Just generally speaking, what's
your take on what's been happening?
Let's actually go from before the war. What was going on in commodity markets before the
war? Obviously, the industry had been underspending on assets, capital might not really
have been available to the industry, not a whole lot of supply growth. What do you think
was going on just in general in commodity markets even leading up to the war?
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JF: The commodity market was going rather well until the COVID situation emerged. That
created, of course, this big accordion that we have witnessed which is a big shock of
demand. First demand went down, but then, as we went out of the lockdown, then the
pickup of demand was fierce as economies were catching up. That created shock of very
high demand in front of limited supply.
In commodity markets, supply and demand are normally balanced, but that's when we live
through normal times with a normal demand and a normal supply. Here we did not have a
“normal” demand anymore, I mean this was true even before the war. Post covid, we had
a big surge in demand.
If you recall the aftermath of the great financial crisis, literally, we stopped investing
massively in commodity resources. At the time the return for miners was not attractive
enough and they had to prioritize the reward of their shareholders. They were rewarded with
hefty dividends at the expense of investments. That was deemed to be a very reasonable
strategy: priority to shareholders. As to new mines, we may revisit this but not now. And
thus the new normal was shaping up: lets’ renew our existing capacities but not expand
in new ones.
When compounding this with the energy transition, we are trapped. Energy transition was
already prevalent before the COVID crisis. We knew that it had been around for a while,
but then with the COVID situation, suddenly the society at large, realized that a pollutionfree environment was both a great thing and achievable. We even had wild animals in the
streets of our cities. Fantastic! Why not hasten this energy transition? We can do it. We
can do everything!
And so, suddenly we've embarked into a logic, which is the energy transition is no longer a
transition, it must happen now. Oops: problem is it may happen right now but we don't have
the necessary supply as we haven't invested into them for years. Never mind, let’s make it
happen anyway. We were in denial. Everything is getting green and that's what counts.
And then we have war in Ukraine. The war is creating this time a supply shock, a massive
supply shock. Why? Because Russia is the first exporter of natural gas. It's the second
exporter of oil. It's the third exporter of natural coal. It's the first larger wheat exporter
and suddenly Russia's supply is off limits. The immediate reaction from the democracies,
and from the developed world was, okay, enough, we cannot keep supporting the Russian
economy with what they're doing in the Ukraine. That's as simple as that.
Naturally It's a bit more complicated than that, obviously, but that was the natural reaction
in our democracies. Sooner or later, we will have to cope one way or another without any
Russian supply. That of course is going to create a huge shock.
To give you a perspective in terms of oil. By the end of April, we will have probably 3 million
barrels of Russian supply, which will have disappeared or be out of limit. Three million
barrels, that's roughly 10% of the world supply. That's massive. Without any clue today on
how you can immediately replace these $3 million barrels. Oh, eventually we will be able
to. We always can, with time anything is possible, but immediately, we simply can't.
We have this big shock and of course, I've mentioned oil. Of course, I should also mention
gas, but because I'm a European and in Europe, we live through Russian energy supply. We
are relying on Russian oil. We are relying on Russian gas, especially the Germans and the
Italians. How are you going to cope with that? The U.S. producers are going to come to our
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rescue eventually, but not soon enough. Again, we will be compelled not to rely on these
supplies for long. "For long" is the important term. It's not “immediate”.
When a big supply shock is coming, in perspective with the energy transition, this creates
two schools of thought.
The first one is to say, "This is of course going to facilitate energy transition." Of course,
right? The geopolitics are for the first time ever aligned with the environmental concerns of
our societies. That's perfect: the best way to move away from the over reliance on Russia,
meaning the way to be able to get rid of the Russian supply is to move into faster energy
transition, and we can. Yes, we can.
Definitely, this is what the society at large wants,
But as I said earlier, the problem, the slight problem, is the investments which were required
to support energy transition have not been made! We need more copper, we need more
iron ore, we need more nickel, we need more cobalt, so where are we going to get all these
metals overnight? Well we are not. This creates big uncertainty. Yet, this school of thought
says, "Okay, let’s face it we have no choice”.
The other school, the one of pragmatics, says: "Guys, we have a strategic supply issue.
Let's solve it. Let's take a pause, let's solve that. Maybe we go a bit more nuclear, maybe
we go to a bit more coal. That's okay, this is not going to derail the whole thing, no worries.
At the end of the day, we will come back on the energy transition road. Realistic, or is it?
Who's going to finance that? Who is going to invest in these transitory projects? Temporary
projects? When it comes to infrastructure, we are talking of 5 to 10 years projects. There
is nothing transitory or temporary in investing in infrastructure. Ok then who is going to
invest? Talk to the banks, talk to investors. Nowadays, nobody wants to be seen as being
an apostle of fossil fuels and non-friendly environment projects. Even if this were to be
temporary (if it makes any sense) and despite exceptional – tragical circumstances.
Chris: Actually, on that point, and that's a good point, if we look back at what's happened
in recent years prior to the war, the lack of supply growth was partially a function of the
industry not having a lot of projects. There was also a function of companies trying to fix
their balance sheets and deliver large capital returns. But there also seemed to be some
financing constraints because banks didn't want to fund coal mines, for example.
The ESG priorities led to less capital being available to the industry. You had financial
bottlenecks. Would you agree with that? Do you think the lack of capital available to the
industry was a problem? Secondly, because of what's happening in Ukraine now and the
commodity price spikes and the desperate times that we're in now with commodities, do
you expect capital availability to improve? For example, will coal mining companies be able
to borrow from banks to build new coal mines or is that unlikely to change?
JF: The short answer is no, it's not likely to change. To your point, Chris, yes, the financing
sector has been very, very coy to support fossil fuel investment, especially coal. Coal is
off-limits for most banks. Some banks are still financing trade flows of coal, of course,
but certainly not new projects, definitely not. By the way, this is creating a very interesting
chasm between the international banks, the large American banks or banks like my former
employer, for instance, which have been all over the places, financing projects worldwide.
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They are still doing that, but, they will be more demanding, picking and choosing. For
instance, coal in India may be very palatable for an Indian bank. Because, of course, India
cannot do without its coal, it is a core energy resource for the country, it's very logical.
However would an international bank, say a U.S. bank, finance this very coal project in
India? Unlikely.
The chasm I see building is that as we see the world deglobalizing generally, we will see
the world finance deglobalizing as well. I think that this is happening meaning that, our
large international banks are going to increasingly focus on their core markets and regions
sharing the same values and priorities. The world is getting much more polarized and not
only geopolitically.
So, no, banks will not finance that, despite the criticality of the current situation, I mean
Chris, even if the war lingers, may get worse, uglier, Russia will increasingly be off-limit.
Germans will say, "Well, I need to get more coal, who is going to support me?" The
commercial banks are not going to because of their concern about reputational risk,
and because they are stuck in their righteous tracks. We are strong believers in the
energy transition, and not only are we believers, we are the strongest actors of the energy
transition. So we simply cannot derail that strategy, whatever the current situation because
our customers, our investors would not understand. Sorry.
Chris: This is an interesting point. If we have this ESG capital constraint on projects, even
though we are in a world of commodity shortages (which could get worse), and we're in a
world of high inflation without the capital for new supply, commodity prices are obviously
high. Inflation may stay higher than people would like, the economy may grow slower, but
maybe that's just the price that we have to pay, there's an economic impact of this that
we all end up feeling.
JF: Yes. I think that in a perfect world, the sanctions work, very effectively, and Russia gets
out of Ukraine soon and that’s it: We've won without firing one bullet, and the market gets
back to normal. This is a perfect world, one we all dream about. The reality is a bit more
complicated than that, however. To get back to normal I am afraid demand destruction will
be necessary.
Demand destruction means suffering for the consuming countries. It means suffering
for us. But the developed economies can absorb such shock, even if painful. The worst
of our problem would be the developing world, not the developed world, the developed
world can sustain some level of recession. Why would we have a recession? You've said
it, higher price, inflation, and slower economy, stagflation therefore. But we can cope with
that somehow. We can handle that. Now imagine the developing world, African countries
like Egypt rely on 70% of their supply of wheat from the Black Sea region. What are they
going to do?
Imagine all these poor countries and what is the spillover impact for these poor countries
if they get poorer with no staples. Already they were fragilized by Covid. A real risk is that
these populations flow back to our own countries (I am thinking Europe here). The social
dimension of the problem potentially is massive. I hope I am wrong and this is not yet
happening fortunately. I'm saying that if the war lingers, if we cannot get hold of the wheat
supplies and somehow do not make a deal with Mr. Putin in a way or another, or with Russia
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at large, we might be there for the long haul, and it could be an ugly one for the poorest
countries of the world.
Chris: It's a very good point and I think it's a point that maybe some of us underappreciated,
I mean, for those of us in developed countries, we think, well demand destruction means
that people buy fewer cars. In poor countries, when they can't afford food, buying less food
means people are starving. There's actual humanitarian issues around this. Somewhat
ironically, the humanitarian issues may not be in Europe. They're probably going to be in
Africa, and elsewhere where food is already an issue.
When you think about commodity markets, you can go long periods of time, and
commodities don't really get a lot of attention, and they don't really seem to be very
important. Then you have geopolitical risks emerge, like you had in the 1970s, and you have
again today. Commodity risk becomes potentially catastrophic.
The point about this is that this is a difficult situation, we have supply constraints due to
the war, we have capital constraints, we have high inflation where the consequence might
be slower growth, but it also could be people in poor countries starve.
JF: Social issues, otherwise.
Chris: Social issues. When we think about the capital, and taking a step back and looking
at mining specifically, the point about ESG where banks don't want to lend for coal mines,
for example, it's a yes or no decision. We will lend to a coal producer, or we won't. Just
generally speaking, for copper, for example, or iron ore, or other commodities where the
ESG concerns might not be as bad, is the question then really one of a cost of capital and is
this high geopolitical risk simply much higher cost of capital. Higher cost of capital implies
less investment, it implies higher required returns.
How do we think about the cost of capital in this new geopolitical environment? How does
that affect investment decisions and ultimately affect supply growth?
JF: The cost of capital doesn't mean banks are not going to lend. Banks always lend, but
banks are not going to lend to things they find untoward. It’s untoward to lend to coal
mines. We like it, we don't like it. We think it's unreasonable in some places. Never mind,
banks are simply not going to do it.
Now, we have really a very inflationary situation potentially because of commodity prices.
But I doubt that the interest rate are going to shoot to the roof because that would create
a very systemic and enduring recession. I don't think that the central bankers today will do
so. Are they are going to raise the interest rate just by focusing their attention on inflation
only? The bigger picture is very complex now. You can see they are very prudent. I think
the bigger picture calls for a policy a bit more cautious than interest rates.
The cost of capital is not something which at the end of the day prevent the banks from
lending. They are going to lend, but they are going to lend to the usual suspects, to the good
customers. Especially in the commodity trading world, there has been a flight to quality
and it might accelerate.
Chris, the flight to quality is going to accentuate further. Nowadays, who is going to lend
to a small trader in Switzerland, or elsewhere in Europe which endeavors to source steel
or metals from the East? The money will keep flowing to the big players, the major trading
houses. The smaller players will struggle.
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You may have noticed that Trafigura, for instance, announced that they had organized a
backstop line to cater for margin calls requirement in this extraordinary volatile market. I
think it was initially for two billion, but it was oversubscribed. Let’s not be black and white
here. We live in a gray world. It's dark gray and light gray. For the commodity traders, they
have many issues that we can talk about but one that they don't have is access to capital
at this stage because the money is coming to them. Light gray!
Commodities are strategic. Commodity sourcing is strategic. Number one, we know that
only the very strong trading houses whether by size or balance sheet structure, can cope
with that business. As to the rest, the smaller players, unless they have a great niche, in
fact even if they have a great niche as they better be in a position to demonstrate it time
and time again to their banks, otherwise they could get a problem to access finance.
Chris: So consolidation of traders, Glencore or Trafigura end up with bigger market share?
JF: Yes.
Chris: The big traders won't have an issue with access to capital? Maybe the cost of capital
for them goes up a little bit in their trading business but they can get money.
JF: Not much, Chris.
Chris: Not much, right.
JF: Not even much, because mind you, commodity trading business is predicated on short
term money.
Chris: Right.
Chris: Trafigura is oversubscribed. They were able to get plenty of capital as available.
JF: Probably paying a little bit more, but not so much.
Chris: Right. What about the impact in terms of basis risk, and what sorts of risk would this
margin cause in trading? I assume for the bigger players as well, who have lines of credit,
access to capital consistently, that's not really an issue, but what's your general view on
how margin calls play out?
JF: There is a big issue there. It's very interesting. There was one very simple example,
which is on everybody's mind, which is this nickel game, the big, short, by Mr. Xiang, the
chairman of Tsingshan Holding. You know, Chris, who is Mr. Xiang. Mr. Xiang Guangda is
a Chinese entrepreneur who has built a very strong, stainless-steel business and who is
producing nickel pig iron, which is lower quality nickel than the LME nickel grade.
This guy has a plant in Indonesia, he's extremely successful, and he's one of the key
players in the world. His cost for nickel in Indonesia is $10,000 a ton. That's his production
cost. When he saw the price going up last year, around $20,000, he said, "Okay, this is an
unreasonable price-- I'm going to short it. I'm going to play that." Of course, as a producer,
you'll tell me, his interest is to get the highest price of nickel as possible, but never mind,
he loves to punt.
So he played and he started shorting nickel, and he shorted nickel a big way. As the war in
Ukraine started it pushed the nickel prices even higher, the short position triggered huge
margin calls, further sending the price briefly to $100,000 when the previous closing was
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around $40,000. The LME had no choice but shutting down the market “this level of price
is extravagant. We don't play anymore. We take a break."
I think the market was right to do that, although it created a bit of a headache to many
people. By the way, now the price is much more reasonable, around $30,000-$35,000, but
the thing which I think was missed by many people, Xiang's position was not built of the
LME directly. It was built on the OTC with Xiang’s banks through derivatives on the LME
futures (adding leverage). It means that the LME didn’t have a clue of the position initially,
because normally, by definition, on organized markets like the LME, you always maintain a
balance between financial and physical exposures. That's the way it works. Nobody should
be taken by surprise. Except the position was huge and on the OTC. Unbeknown of the LME.
Xiang built this position through his banks, on derivatives, themselves predicated on the
Nickel LME future. Therefore, the LME market realized very late the magnitude of the
problem only when the banks which had put together these derivatives instruments for Mr.
Xiang had to pay their margin calls.
Several Commodity future markets are running out of open interest nowadays. This means
that the speculators, are much less active than normal. When you're a physical trader, you
need speculators to act as counterparts to your hedging strategies. Well these days you
don't have them anymore. To the point where the initial margins which are required to build
your position, and draw speculators to offer an interest , and which normally are a few basis
points are shooting to the roof.
One example which was given at the FT Global Summit last week in Lausanne is very telling.
If you wanted to take a 1-Megawatt hour position on gas on the TTF at €97, the initial margin
you had to put on the table was €80! Who can pay that? Nobody can. Even the very large
traders we were talking about, Chris. I mean, does it make sense for them to mobilize €80
for a €96 hedge position? It doesn't make sense.
The big traders have only two logical solutions. Either they find a cheaper solution on the
OTC, then it's off the grid. Nobody knows. Back to Lehman’s type of situation. Or they don't
trade. There is of course always a third solution , which is, to trade without hedge. In a
volatile market like this one you do not do this, this is far too risky.
You can see where we are now. The future markets which were just created to create a
safe and transparent marketplace for physical players and financial paper traders are not
functioning properly in the current market conditions. This is not just nickel, this is all the
LME sector, this is oil and this is gas. Not enough open interest means that players must
now build their hedging strategies on the OTC markets. The OTC, of course, is to me, exactly
the thing that we don't need. The last thing we need is to have huge positions on the OTC
that you and me, most players and certainly regulators will have no clue about. Exactly
what the regulators wanted to avoid post Lehman.
The regulators wanted to avoid such situation right after the Great Financial Crisis in order
to limit these dark pools that nobody had a clue about, Let's go back into organized market,
that was the motto. Nowadays in the commodity world, we are in a situation which is driving
most traders out of the organized market.
Chris: That's very interesting. One of the options is to trade more on the OTC which is not
transparent, creates potentially systemic risk. Another option is to trade less which causes
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other risks including increased volatility in the markets. Do you think it's a combination of
the two that will happen?
JF: Yes.
Chris: We have higher risk.
JF: We have higher risk. Hang on a second, Chris. In general, traders love volatile markets.
But current markets are much too volatile as they anticipate a massive dislocation. We
have explained the problem, regarding the margins. But can they trade as much as we need
them to do? I would say that never in my life, in my professional life, in my experience, have I
seen traders so strategically important than now. Why? Because the traders' job is to bring
the supply where it's consumed. That's their basic job. Today, where we have big chunks of
supplies which are going to vanish out of the map, as Russia is out and Ukraine is nowhere,
a banker said, “Russia is off-limit and Ukraine is unreachable”. Then we totally rely on their
ability to play optionalities and to find solutions where you and me we would not. That's
what traders do. They have thousands of opportunities to make super juicy deals, Very,
very attractive deals providing they hedge them properly. Tempting yet nowadays do you
know who is more powerful than the CEO of a trading company today? The CFO.
Chris: Right.
JF: In current markets, The CFO is the one managing trading companies. He has to retain
the ambitions of the traders, calm them down. Because his problem is, “how can I manage
these risks that you are booking?, although you are booking me deals with incredible
commercial margins”. I’ve discussed with some of them, they are in an incredibly difficult
position these days, but they must be in control. Because if they don't, if suddenly deals
will have been booked without proper hedge, or liquidity will have vanished because they
booked too many deals requiring too large initial margins. Nervous banks could lose faith.
That's quite a problem. We need the traders more than ever, at the best of their abilities.
Chris: Right. For the traders themselves, they see these fantastic, but possibly once in a
generation trading opportunities. Literally, dislocations that you have not seen in 40 years.
But the problem is that the risk management and the finance function looks at these trading
opportunities as also having very significant risks because of the more challenging hedging
environment because of the difficulty in using exchanges.
Obviously, on the one hand, you have bigger opportunities, on the other hand, you probably
have a less aggressive approach to it. Now, it's more margin, lower volumes kind of thing.
Do you think the net impact for traders, let's look at Glencore and Trafigura, would they have,
obviously, smaller traders potentially get squeezed out as you said but would you expect
the big traders to have improved profitability, just generally speaking, or less profitability
as a result of this current environment?
JF: It's extremely difficult to say. First of all, Trafigura’s fiscal year is ending in September.
It means that they had probably already booked very hefty profits for the first part of their
fiscal year. You cannot compare one peer for peer with Glencore or Vitol, for instance.
Second, I think they have a lot of attractive opportunities these days but as I said they may
be compelled to trade less. Honestly, I cannot say with what they've traded, which I guess
will have to be less than traded one year ago, that they're going to show more profit overall.
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I'd be surprised, honestly, if they were making as much money this year than they were
making last year.
I think that's because with the current price of oil, to move the cargo is costing twice, and if
not three times as much vs last year. The liquidity requirements to move the same number
of cargoes is therefore much higher. But such higher liquidity requirements will also clip
their wings somehow, notwithstanding a potentially more profitable trading pattern and
this remains to be confirmed.
I think that current market uncertainties will lead them to trade much more carefully. I
would be surprised if they were trading the same volumes than last year. I would bet that
they will trade lower volumes this year than last year, which is a problem for us as we will
need the Russian origins to be replaced to match our requirements. Vitol and Trafigura
spoke to the regulators, "Guys, we have a problem, can you help us ensuring our commodity
financial markets remain liquid?"
The regulator's looked at them say, "Okay, who are you guys? Are you the guys who are
making year after year three, four billion profits? Did you do something for us at the time?
No. Yet now you're coming to us. Going beyond this immediate knee-jerk reaction, I would
say, they should have thought about it because if the traders cannot hedge they cannot
trade, we won't find the solution we need in order to get the key supplies we need.
Chris: Correct me if I'm wrong, but it's like the banks in the Global Financial Crisis
which were too big to fail and the Federal Reserve basically was a backstop. For
commodity traders, obviously, that's not the case today, but is that something that would
be considered, do you think where you have central banks supporting the traders or is that
not likely?
JF: I think that in an ideal world, they would have been pragmatic and they would have
listened and try to put something together for them. A good opportunity for the regulators
to get better hold of commodity trades and trading business. This is what I would have done
as a regulator. I'll say, "Okay, no, no, you're asking me for money, hang on a second guys,
show me your book, show me everything, let me understand everything." But regulators are
not going to do it, banking regulators and central bankers are focusing on banks because
this is what is on their agenda, what matters to them. This was the real systemic issue
back in 2008. I think they don't get the systemic dimension of commodity trading in times
of duress like this one, they don't get it and they don't believe it, simply. Too bad, because
it is real!
Chris: The commodity traders will manage their own risk by just trading less. Even though
you have these big margins, you have less trading.
JF: Yes, that is a fact.
Chris: If you look at a company like Glencore, who has a physical supply of nickel and coal,
and I suspect for them that the hedging is not as difficult because they actually have their
own physical production. Maybe for them, there's actually better opportunities than there
will be for a firm that's just a trading house. Do you agree with that?
JF: Glencore is a hybrid. When you think about Glencore you think, it's a trading house cummining. It is not. It's a miner cum-trading, which is a slight difference. It means that for the
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last two years, they've made lots of money on trading and they have managed the mining,
now they're going to make tons of money on mining and manage the trading.
Chris: Yes. It's a nice hedge.
JF: Yes, exactly. Yes, of course, as you said, it's a natural hedge. By the way, they don't call
trading “trading” in Glencore, they call it “marketing”.
Chris: Yes. Is it the kind of thing where the daily value at risk is going to be higher for
commodity traders, which is more volatility? Their expertise is in managing risk, that's going
to be the focus, which means maybe they trade less.
JF: Yes. They all have their models and honestly, bankers have little clue. The “value at risk”,
they all making very nice presentation about the value of risk management. The reality is
that the value of risk is based on average, on historical levels. As you said, as an opening
to our discussion, Chris, we have never seen the current market conditions. So the value at
risk calculation is predicated upon historical computations which have nothing to do with
what we're seeing today.
Chris: If we go full circle, we began our discussion talking about supply and demand of
commodities, physical markets with the impact of the war. You made an interesting point
about how in some cases like oil, the supply impact hasn't really happened yet, but it's
coming. The first point is that we have this new volatile, high price environment with
high geopolitical risk, and inventories of commodities are probably too low around the
world. German utilities are buying coal now because they didn't have any coal. There's this
restocking that has to happen. That's the physical supply and demand dynamic.
Then you have the commodity trading side where there's a lot of volatility. The OTC
market is becoming potentially more important. Liquidity is difficult, capital is a little more
expensive, and maybe there's going be a little less trading.
If we combine physical tightness due to the supply issues with potentially less trading,
because the traders are like the lubricant that ensures market stability and efficiency. If
that dries up a little bit, then not only do we get more volatility, but does that mean that
less trading is a factor leading to higher prices as well? Not only do we have a supply and
demand tightness but we have more market dislocations because the traders are not filling
the gap as quickly. How do we think about that?
JF: Yes. I think it's very complex because we are talking of all the parts are moving. The
geopolitical part is moving. The economic part is moving. The supply part is moving. The
demand part is moving and it's all quite hectic. Yes. potentially, I see that the traders are
going to be much more careful and that is not going to help us and that is not going to
drive the price down.
As I said, unfortunately, the only way the price will be tamed will be some degree of demand
destruction.
We haven't talked sanctions yet. I think we should tackle that, Chris.
Chris: Sure.
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JF: Okay, the volatility, this dislocation is not going to disappear anytime soon. For oil,
for instance, the consensus of the traders that I discussed with at the FT Commodities
conference is that by summer the price should be $150. Some are even saying the price
is going to get much higher by the end of the year, maybe 200, 220. That's the type of
environment we might live in.
The question is how fast the demand destruction is going to kick in, because if it kicks in
now, okay, imagine the price is $200, then of course we will drive less, we will consume less.
That would be, I would say, an organized demand destruction. Much better that the kind
of demand destruction we described earlier in our discussion which would be triggered by
recession. That could be much more painful as you never know how you get to the bottom
of it.
If you allow, I think we need to talk sanctions. I had many discussions with people telling
me sanctions are useless.
I was very surprised with that because as a banker, I know that sanctions are super
effective. They're effective in three ways. First they're effective directly. Second they're
effective because, you can be sanctioned, through secondary sanctions type of hit. Then
there is the third one: erring on the side of caution. That one is very effective as banks are
essentially wary of their reputation. That makes the sanctions both effective and sticky.
You can see that today that the sanctions are very effective. By the way, some were saying
that democracies are so weak, unable to respond to bullies. That’s probably what Putin was
thinking. But guess what, in two weeks’ time, the democracies took compelling measures
that nobody thought they would ever take. Interesting lesson for China by the way.
Democracies froze the reserves off Russia. My God! and then they have implemented
sanctions by which Russia cannot trade. When a country like Russia is relying on its exports
to feed its GDP this means big trouble.
So now sanctions are put in place, but how do you take them back? There is a very practical
example, Iran. There will be a deal with Iran, sooner or later. You cannot have two enemies
at the same time. Right? We have Russia. We now must solve the situation with Iran, first.
Okay. At least get some of their barrels back in the game. I am convinced that we'll have
a deal with Iran sometime soon.
But how are we going to be able to deal with these barrels, the Iranian barrels? Do you
believe commercial banks are going to step in that fast? Are the commercial banks going
to say, "Oh, yes, Okay, great. Now we go?
It will take a long time to do it. Banks will keep erring on the side of caution. Iran will give
us a case in point.
If the war is finally, hopefully over in Ukraine the soonest, we will have same problem with
Russia. In other words, it's going to take, even in the best circumstances, a long, long time,
before Russian counterparties and Russian trades are back into commercial banks' books.
However critical and blessed at states level.
Chris: When you say a long, long time, we're talking about years, not months.
JF: Oh, yes. In terms of Russia, I think, probably one or two years. In terms of Iran, I'm talking
six to twelve months. It will take time.
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Chris: Even if, let's assume that happens, assume that we have peace in the Ukraine
tomorrow. Hopefully, we do. Then we have lifting of sanctions in two years.
JF: Yes. Let's hope that.
Chris: Even then, I think I'm curious about your take on this. This kind of Goldilocks
environment we've lived in where geopolitical risk really is not that big of a concern, which
quite frankly, has basically been the case for the better part of the last 40 years. Now,
we have this new dynamic, which is that there's high geopolitical risk, which could be
the new normal, which means that you have a geopolitical risk premium in commodity
prices. Inventories have to be managed differently; you can't rely on just-in-time inventory
anymore.
If you're running a coal-fired power plant, you want to make sure you have enough coal in
case of a disruption. Do you think there's a new normal that we are entering now where
geopolitical risk is something that we need to consider potentially for the rest of our careers
and that will affect decision-making and affect the global economy to an extent? Or do you
think in three- or four-years’ time we can be back to the way we were a year ago in terms
of geopolitical risk?
JF: I think that hopes about us going back to the old world are total dreams, and are
unrealistic. The world is changing. The globalization is not happy anymore. We are moving
into a world which is more polarized. It can be violently polarized as it is now, or it can be
softly polarized as the relationship between China, the U.S., Europe, is changing, it shows.
In my view, at best, it will be softly polarized.
The world is going to reorganize around clusters, the supply chains are going to get shorter,
technology will tremendously help into that process, 3D printing, robotics, etc. Factories
are going to come back to our countries, not creating much blue collars job, that's the glitch
but they're going to re-on shore. The world is going to be much polarized. I think that trade
will get more focused on clusters and the relationship between the two clusters are going
to be, much less easy than they had been.
Chris: The issue, of course, is that, softly polarized most of the time leads to violently
polarized some of the time.
JF: Of course. Inevitably. Trade was oiling the cogs. If you trade less, you're not oiling the
cogs. It's interesting to see that. I was listening to somebody who was saying something,
I think, which I hadn't thought about. We have lived through World Wars. I mean real World
Wars, the World War I, World War II. When you look at this world, this is not World War III,
of course, it is not. But it is the first globalized war. This war is epitomizing what a war
in a globalized world is. Using sanctions to take a country out of the grid. Like this! That
was unheard of, and this is probably the new normal. You see. We are really between two
worlds. The old world is dying, as Gramsci was saying. "The old world is dying, and the new
world struggles to be born in that twilight now is the time of monsters.”
Chris: Wars in the old world were fought with bullets, wars in the new world are fought with
dollars. Economic. The weapon is sanctions and trade and that's how when you run out of
money, you lose the war, basically.
JF: Yes, exactly. In the globalized markets, and as we were, this is of course, the most
effective weapon.
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Chris: Right. Well, JF, listen, I think, we're running out of time. This has been a great
discussion, and we very much appreciate the time today. We'd love to have a follow-up
discussion with you in maybe six months' time as things in the world are developing.
Obviously, there's a lot of things changing very quickly, but your insights have been really
unique and helpful. We appreciate your time today. Thank you very much for it.
JF: Thank you. Thank you, Chris.
Chris: Thank you everybody for dialing in. Cheers.
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